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ARTIST: GEORG RUBY & MICHEL PILZ
TITLE: DEUXIEME BUREAU
LABEL: JAZZHAUS 205

TUNES: Gomme rouge / Espresso noir/ Trombones / Cra yon pointu/ Telephone bleu/ reveil matin / 
Papier buvard / Encre rouge / papier quadrille / papier froisse / Blues por Solene/ Cendrier debordant / 
Lunettes bifocals / Encre noir/ Gomme rouge (reprise) 58: 57 

PERSONNEL: Georg Ruby, p; Michel Pilz b cl Koln Germany. 08.09.2011

Another duo. This one is really good. Ruby on piano reflects a variety of influences from John Cage to 
Cecil Taylor while Pilz also reflects a number of influences from Eric Dolphy to contemporary classical 
music. All compositions are listed as being by both performers, and given the nature of the 
performances, I would say they are all improvisations, with some agreement as to how each piece 
would develop. Though in some cases, especially in a long section of “Papier Buvard”, some passages 
could have been composed, or at least sketched out. Each piece is fairly short. At times I would have 
liked more development in a particular piece, but each piece is complete in itself. This is a very good 
example of leave them wanting more. 
Ruby does some great playing on the strings, and at some points it sounds like he is playing on a 
prepared piano, while at other times he is clearly playing on a regular piano. On “Reprise” he sounds 
almost like a gamelan. And his work on “Lunettes Bifocals” is outstanding. 
Pilz is all over his horn, playing nice quiet passages to some serious screaming. His lyricism in the 
beginning of “Papier Quadrille” is almost reminiscent of Ben Webster playing a ballad, making 
allowances, of course, for the different instrument. But the piece develops a bit more raucously. 
One track that really took me surprise is “Blues Pour Solene.” After hearing some complex 
interplaying, all of a sudden we hear an actual blues line. Of course, the piece develops in the style that 
has been established, but Pilz keeps reminding the listener that he is playing a blues, no matter how out 
it might be. It is nice to hear such a range of playing from a couple of classically trained European jazz 
players. 
This is a really great record featuring great playing by two great musicians who listen to each other and 
work well off of each other. This record may not be for everyone, but for those listeners who like this 
kind of music, this record is highly recommended. 

Bernie Koenig
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